Churchill College Library is organised by the Dewey Decimal Classification system. Each book is given a number according to its subject. The subjects located in the Bracken Library are:

000  Reference and Computer Science
100  Philosophy and Psychology
200  Religion
300  Social Sciences
     320  Political Science
     330  Economics
     340  Law
     370  Education
400  Language
     410  Linguistics
     420  English & Old English
     430  German
     440  French
     450  Italian
     460  Spanish & Portuguese
     470  Latin
     480  Greek (Classical and modern)
     490  Other languages
500  Science
     510  Mathematics
     520  Astronomy
     530  Physics
     540  Chemistry
     550-569  Earth Sciences
     570-599  Biology
600  Technology and Medicine
     610  Medicine
     620  Engineering
     650  Business and Management
     660  Chemical Engineering
     670-699  Manufacturing Engineering

Books on Arts, Literature, History and Geography are shelved upstairs in the Bevin Library.
Churchill College Library is organised by the Dewey Decimal Classification system. Each book is given a number according to its subject. The subjects located in the Bevin Library are:

700 Arts
   710-729 Architecture
   770 Photography & film
   780 Music

800 Literature
   810 American literature written in English
   820 English & Old English
   830 German
   840 French
   850 Italian
   860 Spanish & Portuguese
   870 Latin
   880 Greek (Classical and modern)
   890 Other languages

Note: literature within each language is subdivided by genre.

900 History and Geography
   910 Geography
   920 Biography
   930 History of the Ancient World
   940 History of Europe
      941 History of the British Isles
      942 History of England and Wales
   950 History of Asia
   960 History of Africa
   970 History of North America
   980 History of South America
   990 History of other areas